
ANSWER KEY 

1. Prepare a format to record your family’s weekly expenditure on vegetables.          (1) 

Ans:  

Weak1 vegetables qty expense 

Monday    

Tuesday    

Wednesday    

Thursday    

Friday    

Saturday    

Sunday    

 Total   

 income  

 savings  

Weak 2   

 

2. Mention one benefit and one drawback of opening a savings account in a post office. (1) 

Ans: benefit: no fixed amount to be invested, any no of investment allowed. Drawback: low 

interest no tax benefit. 

3. If the article is excessively blued what should be done.                                          (1) 

Ans: rinse in lemon juice or vinegar.  



4. In what two ways is identity of adolescent boy influenced by their cognitive changes.  (1) 

Ans: higher IQ (cognitive changes) better self confidence  

5. Write two functions of Builders in detergent.                                                            (1) 

Ans:  improve cleaning action, convert hard water to soft water 

6. How do our clothes helps us to develop self confidence?                                          (1) 

Ans: better impression on others, reveals your personality, identity and creativity. 

7. Write one reason for giving ORS during diarrhoea. How can it be prepared at home? (2) 

Ans: prevent dehydration, to maintain electrolyte balance 

8. ‘Adolescence is sometimes considered as a period of stress’ Justify the statement.     (2) 

Ans: sudden physical change, maturation, academic stress, career selection love affair 

etc 

9. Why is individual differences found in people of same age?                            (2) 

Ans: heredity and environment 

10.  List four points that should be kept in mind while planning meals for a diarrhoea patient.(2) 

Ans:  avoid mechanical, chemical and thermal irritation. And plenty of water  

11. Mention four areas of investment to be considered for availing tax benefits.  (2) 

Ans: PF,LIC,  NATIONAL SAVING CERTIFICAT, FD 

12. Use one example each to show that selection of food is influenced by individual preferences 

and religion of the family.                                               (2) 

Ans: individual preferences: likes and dislikes, allergy . religion: hindu – no beef , 

vegetarian, Muslim : no pork  

13. Write any two consequences of premarital sex. (2) 

Ans: unwanted pregnancy, broken marriage,   health issues 



14. Name two dishes rich in calcium. state three important function of this nutrient for school 

going child.      (3) 

Ans: milk shake,  palak paneer. Need for the proper growth of bone. Gaining proper 

weight and hight. 

15. Mr Arun's family consist of four members, college going son, school going younger son and 

his wife who is a fulltime home maker. He find it difficult to manage financially. Suggest one 

way each, each members can help in increasing their real and psychic income.  (3) 

Ans: use public library to refer books in collage, take food from home instead of  

canteen food, study by himself and not going to tuition . Having kitchen garden, taking 

tuition. Use public transport. 

16. Discuss the various factors influencing the choice of career in adolescents.       (4)            

Ans: interest, parents, school, media, aptitude       

17. Anu is an adolescent girl in your class is behaving strange for past few weeks she isolate 

herself. what may be she suffering from state two symptoms to conform your conclusion and 

what may be the reasons for her condition.(4) 

Ans: depression, talk to her, understand her problem, give counselling, engorgement 

and motivation  

18. Compare the feature of LIC and National Savings Certificate.(4) 

Ans: period of investment. Amount of investment, tax benefit, rate of intrest. 

19. What are the points to be considered while soaking cloths.  (4) 

Ans: colour and white separate. Excess of dirt rub and soak. Don’t over soak time. 

Coloured in cold water. Do not pack the bucket. Dilute the detergent well before soak. 

20. Illustrate any four ways each of creating emphasis and rhythm in a skirt. (4) 



Ans: emphasis contrasting colour, texture. Rhythm repetition , alternation, gradation, 

radiation. 

21. A family is having butter chicken, roti, curd and pulao for dinner. Analyse and write the 

nutritional content of this meal. mention two main changes you will carry out in this meal to 

suit the needs of a person having fever.      (4) 

Ans: butter chicken, roti, curd and pulao diet rich in protein calcium and 

carbohydrate. Modification: rice soup .kichadi. 

22. ‘Cotton and woollen clothes are laundered using different ways’ support this statement with 

the help of a suitable examples.                                              (5) 

Ans: Cotto stronger when wet – strong  friction method. woollen clothes- week when 

wet so light method . 

23. Sita is a lactating woman who lives in the coastal region. Plan a diet for her keeping in mind 

all her requirements. Justify your selection of meal.        (5)     

Ans:   diet rich in iron protein and energy. Snacks in-between.                                                  

24. Outline the procedure of washing, drying, Ironing and storing of coloured silk saree.    (5) 

Ans: washing week when wet so light method. Light detergent. In shade. Low 

temperature for drying. Storing dry properly. Remove gum put paper in-between roll 

and keep. 

25. What is Hypertension? Write its three specific clinical symptoms. suggest four specific 

dietary recommendations for such patients. (5) 

Ans: increase in blood pressure in artery. Dizziness blur vision, water retention 

palpitation low salt low fat diet. Avoid caned and preserved food. Take medicine on 

time. Don’t skip food.  



 

 


